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INSTALLING YOUR  
SOFT CLOSE FOR 3000 
CAVITY UNITS 
Thank you for purchasing the Soft Close System for our 3000 
Cavity Units. 

Please follow these instructions carefully. Proper 
installation and maintenance will bring you years of 
trouble-free use. 

IMPORTANT INFORMATION:
This Soft-close unit is only designed for use on a Corinthian Slimline 
or Platinum cavity unit.  There are three di�erent weight ranges for 
these systems (depending on the weight of the door).  Each 
weight range is colour coded, while installation is the same for all 
units:
 Grey:  16 to 20kg Door Weight
 Green:  20 to 40kg Door Weight
 Red:  40 to 65kg Door Weight

If retro�tting of the unit to a previously installed cavity unit,  
follow the guidance of the cavity unit instructions for the door 
removal.

 

CONTENTS:
Check that you have all the contents and tools to install  
your Softclose 3000.

Contents include:

 1 x soft close unit
 1 x soft close receiver plate  
 2 x self-drilling screws

  

Following the cavity installation guidelines (see IMPORTANT                       
INFORMATION), remove the door, by �rst removing the removable �llets 
and un-bolting the door. 
You will need to remove the �rst trolley (door jamb end) from the track also 
once the door has been successfully removed  .

Re�t the bolt into the cavity 4 wheel trolley.

Set the soft-close received plate into the track from the end of the track and 
�x it with the �rst screw location 60mm from the end. The retainer will locate 
onto the �rst clinch/lug and self centre. 

 

 

STEP 1                            [applicable when retro-�tting to previous installations]

STEP 5

STEP 4

STEP 6

STEP 2
  60mm 

IMPORTANT :  Older versions of our 720 wide cavities 3000 units will have 
2 clinches at the start of the track.  The second clinch will 
need to be drilled out with an 8mm drill bit to avoid it 
clashing with the receiver plate �tment. This will not have 
any negative impact on the perforamce of your cavity.
 

STEP 3

PRIMED

NOT PRIMED

IMPORTANT: 
Before �tting the soft-closer to into the track make sure it has been  ‘PRIMED’ as 
shown above.  If it is NOT PRIMED it will not function as intended and will need 
to be removed and be primed correctly.

STEP 3    

Remove the bolt from the cavity unit 4 wheel trolley (the trolley closets to 
the end of the track/closing jamb) and then load the 4 wheel trolley into 
the track.
Clip the softcloce body onto the trolley.

Once the door closing is adjusted and operating as intended, �t the �nal 
locking screw into place. 

 

STEP 7

Re-hange the door onto both 4 wheel trolleys, as per cavity installation 
guidelines (see IMPORTANT IMFORMATION), and adjust the height / �oor 
clearance as required before re�tting the removable �llets to the 
framing.  

Adjust the closer plate in the track until to door closes against the closing 

Track Clinch

Weight indicator


